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The definitive two-volume set, featuring over 1,700 pages, covering the full spectrum of modern separation science and technology.

**Encyclopedia of Separation Technology**

**A Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia In 2 volumes**

Edited by DOUGLAS M. RUTHVEN, Ph.D.

*University of Maine, Orono, Maine*

Every article on separation technology from the *Kirk-Othmer Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology* plus:
- Over 30% new and revised material
- Thoroughly updated, and including new, specially commissioned articles on key topics such as bioseparations, contactors for separations processes, and high purity gases
- Over 50 entries, organized alphabetically, and extensively cross-referenced.

The new two-volume *Encyclopedia of Separation Technology* provides A–Z coverage of all the scientific principles and practical applications of modern separation technology. This is the authoritative reference to turn to when you need answers to your questions on current techniques used to effect separations of gases, liquids, and solids for purifications of new materials, feedstocks, process streams, and finished products.

Available through your vendor.

---

**Letters to the Editor**

Send letters to <strauwhk@cofc.edu>, phone or fax 803-723-3536, or snail mail: Against the Grain, 171 Moultrie Street, Citadel Station, Charleston, SC 29409. You can also send a letter to the editor from the ATG Homepage at <http://www.against-the-grain.com> So now you don't have any excuses to put it off!

---

**Dear Editor:**

Usually receiving invoices is not nice. Your's however is. I wish that all publishers had the personal earmark which you are attaching to ATG. It's always nice hearing from you. Keep the good work up. Best wishes for the New Year.

Rom (Rom V. Steensma,
Nedbook International b.v.,
P.O.Box 37600, 1030 BA
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Phone: +31 (0)20 632 1771;
Fax: +31 (0)20 634 0963)
<info@nedbook.nl>
<http://www.nedbook.nl>

---

**Dear Editor:**

I just subscribed to *Against the Grain* and received my first issue. It's great! I also received last week a renewal notice for 1997. Since I just subscribed and paid for a year, I believe this notice was sent in error. Just wanted to let you know to make sure my subscription continues. Thanks.

Toni Moyer
(Marketing Manager,
Scholarly Resources
104 Greenhill Ave.,
Wilmington, DE 19805)
<toni@scholarly.com>

---

**Dear Editor:**

I forgot to tell you yesterday how great the February issue [v.9#1] is of *Against the Grain*. I can't claim that I've read it from cover-to-cover yet, but the articles I've read are well-written and very informative. The whole issue is plumb full of good stuff!

Admiringly yours,

Anne Robichaux
(Associate Director,
Medical University
of South Carolina Library,
Charleston, SC 29424)
<anne_robichaux@smipgw.musc.edu>

---

Editor's note: About the renewals. My husband and I do our best. Sorry if we mess up! Apologies. Just send us a nasty email and we will straighten up! Thanks to all of you for subscribing to ATG! — Ed.